Les Slimes

Sept 2019

What’s Up
Club Night
19 Sept
Royal Oak,
Wineham,
BN5 9AY

Is the any end to what our cars can be
used for !!!!

Hat camp - Friday 4 Oct to Sunday 6 Oct at usual venue of King
Harry's Field - Full details in 2CVGB News.
IMPORTANT - Helpers needed on Thursday to help set-up the Event
shelters and Marquee, the electricity by laying out the cabling, the Gazebo for the Saturday evening and the various signage.
Please, please get in touch with Sue or Maurice (away from late 17th to
late 23rd September) or Kit.

Newsletter of South Downs Escargots (www.southdownsescargots.co.uk/)
Member group of 2cvGB
Articles and 2cv news always welcome.
Please send copy and pics to John Chaplin (biker1@btinternet.com)
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Canal Camp
with Captain
Simon Day

Three Dogs
and a boat !
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Somerset Micro Machine Show
Sue Maurice Daras and Louisa
met up withTim and Vera ( In a
2CV from Just 2CV!)
The weather stayed dry and
was warm and sunny at times
but fairly cool at night with
Saturday night a little cold! On
Saturday there was a convoy to
the Haynes Motor Museum at
Sparkford near Yeovil which
was fascinating and had an
amazing collection of cars and
more makes of Scooter than I
ever new existed. Sunday was
Display day and one of the
fields on site was absolutely
crammed with an amazing array
of micro cars ( plus the Citroen
Specials and a few purer A series vehicles!). Maurice.
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Ethanol cont.......
Coincidentally I was going to write a little piece on this subject and have
now seen the good article in 2cvGB News.
Anyway, my contribution to this is that I bought a new lawn mower and it
came with a bottle of Fuel Stabiliser with a leaflet all about the perils of
leaving petrol in a non air tight container. Apparently Ethanol attracts
water and this combined with Ethanol makes for a corrosive mixture...clogging up filters, attacking brass etc etc.
The moral here I suppose is to use our classics all the time (inc winter) and
keep the petrol flowing !!!
Something to chat about at our next meet up !!!!

Thanks to Maurice and Sue for all the photos
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